Supplementary Notes Supplementary Note 1
Comparison between IrOx nanotube and Pt nanopillar electrodes. We previously fabricated electrodes consisted of three-by-three arrays of Pt nanopillar using focused ion beam Pt deposition 12 . The nanopillars were of 150 nm in diameter and 1.5 -2 µm in height, which is different from the IrOx nanotubes of 180 nm in diameter and ~500 nm in height presented in this paper. Although both types of electrode are capable of recording action potentials of similar amplitudes, the Pt nanopillar electrodes achieve intracellular access for only less than two minutes 12 , similar to that of the electrodeposited Au nanopillar electrodes. The IrOx nanotube electrodes possess 1-2 orders of magnitudes longer intracellular access duration.
Supplementary Note 2
Relationship between recording amplitude and pore conductance. The recorded signal V rec = V in R seal / (R seal + R access ), where V in is the membrane potential, R seal the sealing resistance, and R access the access resistance between the nanotube electrodes and the cell interior. In most of our recordings, R access > R seal and our recorded signal is only a fraction of the actual membrane potential. Since the access resistance is governed by the pores created by electroporation, we substitute the pore conductance g pores = R access -1 and take the approximate V rec = V in R seal / R access to obtain V rec = V in R seal g pores . Therefore, ΔV rec = V in R seal Δg pores and the change in the recorded signal amplitude is linearly proportional to the total conductance of the pores.
